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Human Waste On Beach: Sticking To The Sand 
Might Not Be Such Good, Clean Fun For 
Beachgoers 
Aug. 9, 2007 - Just when you thought it was safer 
to stay out of the water. 

Microbes that resull in beach closure~ and heallh 
advisories when detected at unsafe levels in the 
ocean also have been detected in th · sand. 
according to a recent -;tudy hy a team of Stanford 
scientists. 

Publbhell in the Ju ly I issue of Environmental 
Science and Technology, the study found that ~and 
at beaches all along the Calif n·nia em st contained 
some level of fecal indicator bacteria. Moreover. 
when the researchers looked closely at the sand 
quality at a popular beach in Monterey. Calif., they 
found evidence of human waste-raising doubt about 
the commonly held belief that some fecal indictor 
bacteria occur naturally in the ~and and are 
therefore benign. 

Alexandria Bof:'hm, shown here in a 2002 
photo, recently led a research team in testing 
Cal(fornia beach sand jorfeca/ indicator 
hacteria. (Credit: L.A. Cicero) 

The team was led by Alexandria Boehm. a~~i~tant profe~sor of civil and environmental engineering at 
Stanford. and included Kevan Yamahara. Blythe Layton and Alyson Santoro, all graduate students in 
Boehm\ lab and co-authors of the ~tudy. They collected samples of sand at 55 beaches between 
Mexico and Oregon and tested for fecal indicator bacteria in the lab and out in the fi eld. 

They found that 91 percent of the beaches in the ~ tudy had detectable levels of enterococci and that 62 
percent of them had traces of E. coli. Swimming in water with high levels of those bacteria can cause 
a number of reaction~. ~uch a~ skin rashe~ or ear infection:-. . According to the Natural Resources 
Defense Council (NRDC), if ingested or absorbed through an open wound, pathogens in the water can 
trigger more severe ailments, including dysen tery and hepatitis. 

"Contaminated beach sands can actually act as bacteria sources." said Boehm. the Clare Booth Luce 
Assistant Profe~sor in the Department of Civil and Environmental Engineering. "It means that the 
polluted sand is probably going to act as a source of fecal indicator bacteria to coastal waters-and wi ll 
impact beach closures and advisories." 

Since 1990, the number of beach closures and heal h advbories throughout the United States has 
increased steadily. according to the NRDC. In 2005. the counci l talli ·d more than 20.000 days of 
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closures and advisories in the 29 states along the oceans and Great Lakes-a 5 percent increase over the 
previous year. The group attributed the rise to increasing coastal development. a year of heavy rainfall 
-which results in extra sewage runoff-and improved monitoring. NRDC began monitoring beach 
pollution nationwide in 1990. 

To test their hypothesis. the Stanford researchers headed to Lovers Point-a popular recreational beach 
in Monterey-and collected exposed sand above the tide line that contained enterococci. bacteria also 
found in the intestines of warm-blooded animals. In a laboratory at Stanford. they ran filtered water 
from Monterey Bay over columns packed with the sand they had collected. 

What they found confirmed their hypothe:-:.is: The concentration or bacteria in the sand decreased. 
while its presence in the seawater increased al'ler it !lowed through the sand samples. 

The team then returned to Lovers Point to research the movement of bacteria from sand to sea in the 
field. The researchers collected sand from strategic locations that would follow the hypothesized !low 
of bacteria. They found that when the dry sand became submerged by seawater during the t1ooding 
tide, enterococci were removed from the sand and transported into the water. 

"The fact that the bacteria actually can be transported fi·om the sand to the sea is important" Boehm 
said. 

National standards for fecal bacteria in seawater were determined by the Environmental Protection 
Agency in L9R6. In 1999, California became one of the first states to mandate weekly water qual ity 
tests during peak tourist season. which runs from May to Octobt'r. 

At Lovers Point. B< ehm and her team f< und t 1at the amount of enterococci washed from the dry )and 
to the ~ea during their study was high enough to cause a beach advisory. According to the 
Environmental Protection Agency. a single sample of marine water containing more than I 04 
enterococci bacteria per 100 milliliters is unsafe to swim in. Boehm fou nd 120 enterococci per 100 
milliliters during the flood tide at Lovers Point, a beach that earns an ''A" grade for water quality from 
Heal the Bay. a nonprofit environmental organit.ation. 

The beache~ that Boehm and her team included in their study represented a variety of natural and 
an thropogenic factor~. from sand grain siLe to sun ouncling human development. And after analy;ing 
the different sand samples and variables, they found that enterococci densities were higher at beaches 
w1th a significant degree of surrounding human development. 

More speci fically. at Lovers Point, the researchers tested for traces of human-specific genetic marker~ 
in the hacteria and indeed found that the en terococci most likely came from people. 

"Some researchers have found that enterococci grow in the sand, that they occur naturally. So it's not 
linked to fec al input." Boehm said. "But in this ca~e. we looked closely at Lovers Point. and there 
were actually ~ignatures or human waste." 

In fact , Boehm recalled a storm drain at Lovers Point that was almost 250 feet away from the research 
site on the beach. During heavy rains, sewage systems can get overwhelmed and result in untreated 
sewage flowi ng directly out to sea. 

"WI en we were at Lover:-:. Point doing this experiment. there was a baby si tting in the sand. and she 
was literally eating the sand." Boehm said. "You have to wonder if that's a health threat. " 
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Boehm's research was funded by the National Science Foundation and the National Oceanographic 
and Atmospheric Administration's Oceans and Human Health program. 
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